THURSDAY 26th MARCH
16.30 – 18.10

Room A
Drilling: New Technologies 2
Chairperson: Paolo Allara, Saipem

DRILL 06/170
HIGH-TEMPERATURE DIRECTIONAL DRILLING POSITIVE DISPLACEMENT MOTOR
Carsten Hohl, Harald Grimmer, Jens Schmidt (Baker Hughes)

DRILL 07/190
A NOVEL INVERT EMULSION SYSTEM USING A POLYGLYCEROL INTERNAL PHASE
Michael Redburn, Harry Dearing, Matthew Bechaver, David Nash (Newpark Drilling Fluids), Terry Allen, Kyle Scott (Ultra Petroleum)

DRILL 08/101
MANAGED PRESSURE DRILLING PROVIDED VALUE TO OFFSHORE DRILLING OPERATION
James Onifade, Engin Ertass, Essam Sammat (Weatherford), Benhur Sahin (TPAO)

DRILL A12/243
DRILLMEC AHEAD: A NEW GENERATION OF FULLY AUTOMATED DRILLING RIG FORWARD DESIGNED TO MEET THE HIGHEST HSE STANDARDS AND DRILLING EFFICIENCY
Roberto Ricci, Angelo Calderoni, Marco Cercato (Drillmec)

Room B
Strategies for Offshore Developments
Chairpersons: Oscar Guerra, Rosetti Marino – Tobias Rosenbaum, DNV GL

OFFSTRAT 01/157
360° INTEGRATION FOR SUCCESSFUL COMPLEX RESERVOIR DEVELOPMENT
S. Bertoli, S. Banoori, M. Calderoni, N. Colombi, P. Scaglioni, C. Topini (eni), C. De Draganich Veranzio, V. Milluzzo, (eni Angola)

OFFSTRAT 02/26
TOTAL TECHNOLOGY ROADMAP FOR FUTURE DEEPWATER ASSETS
Frederic Garnaud, Clement Boireau, Dan Byrd, Thierry Palermo (Total)

OFFSTRAT 03/175
THE “CURSE” OF SUBSEA INFRASTRUCTURE’S LONGEVITY: TODAY’S CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES IN DESIGNING TOMORROW’S OFFSHORE FIELD DEVELOPMENTS
Alejandro Barrero, Francesco Beltrami (Granherne)
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Room C
Reservoir Characterisation 2
Chairpersons: Carlos Pirmez, Shell – Ferdinanda Pampuri, eni

RES 05/200
SEQUENCE STRATIGRAPHY, SEDIMENTOLOGY AND RESERVOIR MODELING OF THE CORAL RESERVOIR, OFFSHORE NORTHERN MOZAMBIQUE
Denis Palermo, Franco Fonnesu, Mauro Galbiati, Domenico Mezzapesa, Marco Marchesini, Filippo Maioli (eni)

RES 06/188
DRILLING RISKS MANAGEMENT AND RESERVOIR CHARACTERIZATION WITH DEEP DIRECTIONAL RESISTIVITY LOGGING WHILE DRILLING
Roberto Berto, Massimiliano Borghi, Nicola Raimondi Cominesi (eni), Filippo Chinellato, James Dolan (Schlumberger)

RES 07/63
ADVANCED LOGGING TECHNOLOGY COMBINED WITH INTEGRATED FORMATION EVALUATION ANALYSES PROVIDES CONFIDENT PETROPHYSICAL INFORMATION IN THE GIANT GAS DISCOVERIES OF THE LEVANTINE BASIN.
Fabio Brambilla, Johanne Paludan, Evgeny Tyurin (Baker Hughes)

RES 08/161
TEXTURES AND MICRO-FRACTURES ANALYSES ON DRILL CUTTINGS TO SUPPORT WELL CHARACTERISATION IN CARBONATE RESERVOIRS
Valentina Raffaele, Antonella Bersani, Arabella Casero, (eni)
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Sala Verde
Offshore regulations
A warm up for Friday Special Session
Chairperson: Bernard Vanheule, IOGP

REG 01/239
THE NEW EU OFFSHORE SAFETY DIRECTIVE – KEY REQUIREMENTS AND IMPACTS
Martin Layfield, Fabio Lo Brutto (DNV GL)

REG 02/130
OFFSHORE HSE REGULATIONS: THE NEW PARADIGM IN THE MEDITERRANEAN SEA AND ITS PRACTICAL CONSEQUENCES
Emmanuel Garland (Total E&P)

REG 03/286
TOWARDS THE TRANSPOSITION OF DIRECTIVE 2013/30/EU IN ITALY
Marcello Strada, Roberto Cianella, Arianna Cofini, Luca Di Donatantonio (Ministero Sviluppo Economico)

REG 04/32
EU DIRECTIVE ON OFFSHORE SAFETY - PROBLEM OR OPPORTUNITY?
Giovanni Uguccioni, Paola Rentocchini, Chiara Giacchino (D’Appolonia)

REG 06/289
TRANSPOSITION OF THE “MARINE STRATEGY” EUROPEAN DIRECTIVE: IMPLICATION OF THE LEGISLATIVE DECREE 190/2010 ON HYDROCARBON SECTOR OFFSHORE
Ilaria Antoncecchi, Andree Soledad Bonetti (Ministero Sviluppo Economico)